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QCD. Such states would either include additional

valence quarks or valence-glue content. To date only

hints of such states were observed, but unambiguous

evidence is missing. To a large extent, our under-

standing of hadron structure is based on the

constituent quark model where mesons are quark-

antiquark pairs, and baryons are made of three quarks.

This may change if, indeed, other configurations were

proven to exist.

The relation between the world of hadrons and the

world of quarks (and gluons) is not fully understood.

Only a few percent of the mass and part of the spin of

a nucleon can be linked to valence quark

contributions. The rest has to be attributed to a

dynamical generation process which, to date, cannot

be predicted concurrently by model calculations.

Figure 2. Mass range of hadrons that will be

accessible at PANDA. The upper scale indicates the

corresponding antiproton momenta required in a

fixed-target experiment. The HESR will provide 1.5

to 15 GeV/c antiprotons, which will allow

charmonium spectroscopy, the search for charmed

hybrids and glueballs, the production of D meson

pairs and the production of �  baryon pairs for

hypernuclear studies.

Chiral symmetry is one of the fundamental

symmetries of QCD in the limit of massless quarks.

This symmetry has to be broken to generate the

hadrons, but it is predicted to be partially restored in

nuclear matter [4]. To investigate the modification of

hadron properties, when those are produced inside the

nuclear medium, is of paramount importance to

understand this mechanism. Some experimental

evidence of mass shifts of light mesons has already

been observed. It is, however, of utter importance to

extend these studies to charmed mesons, as only then

a complete picture could be drawn.

The strong interaction can be studied by replacing

an up or down quark inside a nucleus by a strange

quark. This introduces a new flavour, leading to the

formation of a hypernucleus. Antiproton beams at

FAIR will allow to efficiently produce hypernuclei

even with more than one strange hadron, opening new

perspectives for nuclear structure studies. The

accessible set of hyperon states is not restricted in the

population of nuclear states. This offers new and

exciting perspectives for nuclear spectroscopy and the

possibility to study the forces between hyperons and

nucleons.

Experimental Approach

Conventional as well as exotic hadrons can be

produced by a range of different experimental means.

Among these, hadronic annihilation processes, and in

particular antiproton-nucleon and antiproton-nucleus

annihilations, have proven to possess all the necessary

ingredients for fruitful harvests in the hadron field.

• Hadron annihilations produce a gluon-rich

environment, a fundamental prerequisite to

copiously produce gluonic excitations.

• The use of antiprotons permits to directly

form all states with non-exotic quantum

numbers  ( format ion experiments) .

Ambiguities in the reconstruction are reduced

and cross sections are considerably higher

compared to producing additional particles in

the final state (production experiments). The

appearance of states in production but not in

formation is a clear sign of exotic physics.

• Narrow resonances, such as charmonium

states, can be scanned with high precision in

formation experiments using the small energy

spread available with antiproton beams

(cooled to �p/p�10-5).

• Since exotic systems will appear only in

production experiments the physics analysis

of Dalitz plots becomes important. This

requires high-statistics data samples. Thus,

high luminosity is a key requirement. This

can be achieved using an internal target of

high density, large numbers of projectiles and

a high count-rate capability of the detector.

The latter is mandatory since the overall cross

sections of hadronic reactions are large while

the cross sections of reaction channels of

interest may be quite small.

• As reaction products are peaked around

angles of 0º a fixed-target experiment with a

magnetic spectrometer is the ideal tool. The

physics topics as summarised in Figure 2

imply that the momentum range of the

antiproton beam should extend up to 15

GeV/c with luminosities in the order of 1032

cm-2s-1.

Mass Range of Hadrons That Will Be Accessible at PANDA. The Upper Scale Indicates the Corresponding Antiproton 
Momenta Required in a Fixed-Target Experiment. The HESR Will Provide 1.5 to 15 GeV/C Antiprotons, Which Will 
Allow Charmonium Spectroscopy, the Search for Charmed Hybrids and Glueballs, the Production of D Meson Pairs 
and the Production of Baryon Pairs for Hypernuclear Studies.  
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Figure 70: Graphic illustration of the most common proposals for the structure of exotic states. Details are given in the text.

From here on we will assume that at least most of the structures established in the last fifteen years correspond,
indeed, to states. We will, therefore, discuss the theoretical implications of their existence in some depth.

4.2. Phenomenological approaches
In this section various phenomenological approaches are discussed, which are often used in the literature to clas-

sify mesonic states. To set the stage we start with a description of the quark model. This is not only important
because of its historic significance, but it also allows us to define what we mean by exotic states: We call those states
exotic that demonstrate properties at odds with the predictions of the most simple quark model describing mesons
as bound states of a quark and an antiquark. Amongst the exotic states there are some that carry quantum numbers
that are incompatible with the simple quark model — for example, the isovector quarkonium-like states introduced in
Secs. 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 — and others that have quantum numbers allowed for a quark-antiquark state, but show
properties at odds with the quark model predictions. Here the most famous example is the �c1(3872) aka X(3872)
introduced in Sec. 3.1.1.

Amongst the scenarios relevant for exotic states in the spectrum of heavy quarks, that is those containing a heavy
QQ̄ pair, one may distinguish states with an active gluonic degree of freedom (hybrid mesons) and multiquark config-
urations that are distinguished on the basis of their internal quark clustering — a graphical representation of the most
common scenarios for exotics is shown in Fig. 70. It is fair to note here that Gell-Mann proposed the existence of
multiquark states already in 1964, when introducing his famous classification model for mesons and baryons [4].

4.2.1. The quark model
The quark model lies at the basis of the foundation of QCD. It allows one to identify quarks as the constituents

of hadrons and to classify mesons according to the same quantum numbers used to describe atoms. It also paved the
way to identify the most specific quantum number of QCD: color. Further, the quark model provides a framework
to describe the quark dynamics inside hadrons. This framework is given by potential models that capture di↵erent
aspects of this dynamics.
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DECAY MODES OF   @ 525 , e+e− → π+π−J/ψ pb−1 4.26 GeV

Figure 7: Born cross section of e+e− → π+π−ψ(3686). The dots
(red) are the results obtained in this analysis, the triangles (green) and
squares (blue) are from BELLE and BABARs latest updated results,
respectively. The solid curve is the fit to BESIII results with the co-
herent sum of three Breit-Wigner functions. The dashed curve (pink)
is the fit to BESIII results with the coherent sum of two Breit-Wigner
functions without the Y(4220) hypothesis. The arrows mark the loca-
tions of four energy points with large luminosities.

data sample at 4.26 GeV. The statistical significance
of the Zc(3900)± signal is determined to be greater
than 10σ, and its mass and width are measured to be
(3899.0±3.6±4.9) MeV/c2 and (46±10±20) MeV, re-
spectively. This observation was also confirmed by
Belle [22] and CLEO-c [23], so the Zc(3900)± is the
first Zc state observed by more than one experiment.
The final states of the Zc(3900)± are J/ψ and π±, it indi-
cates that it must contains at least four quarks (cc̄ud̄ or
cc̄ūd) and be a candidate of exotic states. The isospin
partner neutral Zc(3900)0 was also observed in e+e− →
π0π0J/ψ using 2.5 fb−1 of data samples collected at c.m.
energies from 4.19 to 4.42 GeV [24]. The statistical
significance of the Zc(3900)0 signal is determined to be
10.4σ, the mass and width of Zc(3900)0 are measured to
be (3894.8±2.3±3.2) MeVc2 and (29.6±8.2±8.2) MeV,
respectively. The discovery of neutral Zc(3900)0 indi-
cates that the isospin triplet state is established. In-
spired by the discovery of Zc(3900)±, BESIII has report-
ed many Zc states in these years, such as Zc(3885)±,0 in
the (DD̄∗)±,0 system [25–27], Zc(4020)±,0 in the π±,0h c
system [28, 29], and Zc(4025)± in the (D∗D̄∗)± sys-
tem [30, 31]. Figure 8 shows a summary of the Z s-
tates observed in the proposed eight channels. The cor-
responding resonant parameters are list in Table 1.

To determine the spin and parity of the Zc(3900), BE-
SIII performed an amplitude fit to the e+e− → π+π−J/ψ
process with 1.92 fb−1 data samples collected at 4.23
and 4.26 GeV [32]. In the π+π−J/ψ final states, it has

three decay models, as shown in Fig. 9. Six contribu-
tions are considered in the amplitude, four intermediate
states in the π+π− mass spectrum, the Zc(3900) in the
pi±J/ψ system, and the non-resonant process. For the
quantum number of Zc(3900), five assumptions (1+, 0−,
1−, 2+, and 2−) are considered in the fit. A simultane-
ous fit is performed to the data samples at 4.23 GeV and
4.26 GeV, as shown in Fig. 10. The oppositely charged
Zc(3900) states are regarded as isospin partners, and
share a common mass and coupling parameters in the
fit. The Zc(3900) states is parameterized with a Flatte-
like formula. The mass of Zc(3900) is measured to be
(3901.5±2.7±38.0) MeV/c2, and the coupling parame-
ters (g ′1 and g ′2/g

′
1) are measured to be (0.075 ± 0.006 ±

0.025) GeV2 and (27.1±2.0±1.9), respectively. The fit-
ted coupling constants is consistent with previous result,
which is estimated based on the measured decay width
ration of (DD̄∗)± and π±J/ψ final states. The quantum
number of Zc(3900) favor to be 1+ with statistical sig-
nificance larger than 7.3σ over other quantum numbers
assumption.

Figure 9: The decay models of e+e− → π+π−J/ψ process.

Figure 10: Projections to mπ+π− (a),(c) and mJ/ψπ± (b),(d) of the fit
results with JP = 1+ for the Zc at 4.23 GeV (a),(b) and 4.26 GeV
(c),(d). The points with error bars are data, and the black histograms
are the total fit results including backgrounds. The shaded histogram
denotes backgrounds. The contributions from the π+π− S-wave J/ψ,
f2(1270)J/ψ, and Z±c π∓ are shown in the plots. The π+π− S-wave
resonances include the σ, f0(980), and f0(1370). Plots (b) and (d) are
filled with two entries (mJ/ψπ+ and mJ/ψπ− ) per event.
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The Zc(3900)− was observed in π−J/ψ invariant mass distribution 
in the study of e+e− → π+π−J/ψ at BESIII and Belle experiments.



System: Linux Ubuntu 16.04 (gcc-5.4) 

FairSoft: jun19p2 

FairRoot: v18.2.1 

PandaRoot: oct19

WORKING SYSTEM 



TEXT
    EVTINPUT+="/MACRO/RUN/PSI2S_JPSI2PI_JPSI_MUMU.DEC";

NOPHOTOS 

DECAY PBARPSYSTEM 
  1.0  J/PSI PI+ PI- PHSP; 
ENDDECAY 

DECAY J/PSI 
  1.0   MU+ MU-       VLL; 
ENDDECAY 

END 

SUPPRESSES INITIAL AND FINAL STATE RADIATION 
 FOR SIMPLICITY

                     pi-           mu+
                   /              /
                 /             /
p pbar  ---> psi(2S )   ---> J/psi
                 \             \
                   \              \
                    pi+            mu-

two intermediate resonances (psi(2S) and J/psi),

four final state particles (mu+, mu-, pi+ and pi-) 



PandaRoot Overview/Structure

Event Generator

Transport

Detector Simulation

Digitization

Local 

Global 

Analysis

STRATEGY 

‣ DATA ACCESS 

‣ PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION 

‣ COMBINATORICS 

‣ MC TRUTH MATCH 

‣ FITTING WITH 4 CONSTRAINT (4C), VERTEX 

CONSTRAINT, MASS CONSTRAINT



FOR EVENT GENERATION 

pp_jpsi2pi_jpsi_mumu.dec - decay file specifying the signal decay channel



FOR RUNNING THE SIMULATION, 
DIGITIZATION, RECONSTRUCTION, AND PID 

tut_sim.C - Simulation (transport) of the generated events 
tut_aod.C - Digitization, reconstruction and pid assignment of simulated data; this is the 
analysis-objects-data level (AOD). 
tut_runall.sh - Shortcut shell script to run the two macros above for sim/digi/reco/pid 
macros 
tut_fastsim.C - Run fast simulation (this skips the Geant based detailed simulation and 
transport, but only does smearing and acceptance cuts). 
quickfsimana.C - Does fast simulation and analysis in one simple step



FOR ANALYSIS

tut_ana_comb.C - Basic combinatorics 
tut_ana_pid.C - Particle identification (PID) 
tut_ana_mcmatch.C - Monte carlo truth match 
tut_ana_mclist.C - Monte carlo truth list access 
tut_ana_fit.C - Kinematic/vertex fitting 
tut_ana.C - Merges PID, combinatorics, MC truth match and fitting from above 
tut_ana_ntp.C - Example for using ntuple for analysis 
tut_ana_fast.C - Does the complete analysis on the fast simulation output 
quickana.C - Simple one line macro call for a complete ntuple analysis.



TEXT
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TEXT hjpsim_ftm
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(x,y) projection of fitted decay vertex


